
Swatzi Zombies 
 
In 1991,  at a campsite there was Jeff,  Alex,  Jack and Cameron.   Jeff 
was the bird brain.   He can’t talk properly and every single test he did, 
he failed miserably.  Alex was the leader of the group,  he knew about 
every major event in WWII because his brother Jake was one of the 
lucky survivors in WWII.   Jack well,  he’s the cool one.   He had a short 
history with the Swatzi’s.   He used to be one of the Swatzi soldiers,  he 
left simply because it was boring.  Now Cameron.  He was the nerdy 
one. He sometimes takes it as an offence.   Cameron studied the history 
of the Swatzi’s and if there were Swatzi’s involved he was in.  At the 
campfire one night,  general Huc was giving the long time friends a 
mission.  They were told to go to the haunted circus,  it used to be a fun 
circus but rumour has it that it is now a terrifying place but people only 
think that.  It’s because no one has ever went in. So the friend heard 
the whole thing.  Jack said “Can we bring a gun to tear through our 
enemies” Huc replied ”NO  because you cannot damage any evidence of 
Nazi activity!” Alex commented ”At least a pistol. . ”. Huc replied “Fine! 
But make sure you bring back any info in,  were counting on you.” The 
friends left off to the circus…… 



 
A few minutes later they were getting a bit hungry so they grabbed 
their smarties.  All of them gobbled the smarties in seconds.  They were 
terrified of the sight.   There were bodies everywhere.  Cameron saw 
something the symbol on the bodies seemed familiar he said “THEY ARE 
SWATZI’S”.  Alex said “What!” Cameron replied “They sure are!”. Alex 
said “We have to find that circus!”.  Then Jeff said “laaaiiiy Zombiezz”.  
Cameron replied “ No they’re not!”.  They left off trying not to notice 
the bodies.  Then Alex said “Ohhh look an obvious path”.  Jack replied 
“How do you know dee wae ”Alex replied “Trust me” .  Then they left off 
and followed the bloody path.  Then they saw the circus it was brighter 
than expected.   The friends opened the circus doors and disappeared 
into the bright light within…. .  
 
It was pretty bright inside.  They went to investigate the circus.  They 
found lots of tiny buttons.  Alex shouted “ If you find anything 
suspicious inform me!”.  Then Jeff saw a big red button,  he was 
tempted to press so he did.  It didn’t do anything until a voice recording  
said “If your hearing this,  you must be one of the surviving nazis ,  
sadly I’ve probably perished by now,  but all isn’t lost,  our scientist Dr 
Straub he has made zombie like creatures made from the bodies of 



Swatzi’s soldiers,  we have successfully made super soldiers and by this 
discovery we will bring Germany to its former glory!”  Suddenly,  the 
floor had a massive hole in it.  There was an elevator in the middle.  
There were people on it but they were not normal people they were 
ZOMBIES!!!! 
 
Then the zombie swarm ran straight at them so they grabbed their guns 
and started to shoot but every time they killed a zombie there was 
another one to replace it.  Cameron shouted “They’re unstoppable!”.  
They just kept shooting until their ammo ran out.  They ran straight to 
the door but it was locked.  What can they do!!!? Dun dunnnnn 
DUNNNNNNNN!!!!! 
 
Suddenly,  the door burst open with Swatzi soldiers behind it.  The 
soldiers started to fire at the zombies.  A soldier shouted “Go Now! we’ll 
plant  a bomb in the circus, Now Go!”.  So the friends ran towards a 
truck with armed soldiers on it.  One of them said “GET ON!”.  The 
soldiers planted a bomb at the circus.  The truck sped off in the mud.  
Then a giant explosion happened behind them propeling the truck 
forward.  An hour passed and they arrived at the campsite.  While they 
were getting dropped off Cameron asked “How did you know we were in 



danger?”.  The soldier replied, “It’s because there was a walkie talkie 
on your belt”.  Then Cameron said “Ohhhhhhh……”.  
 
“ Now we are back where we started…. “.  Jeff started to act weird and 
started to say “BRANNNNZZZZE….”.  Suddenly he started to turn green. 
The others could not believe their eyes… he had turned into a ZOMBIE!    
 

                                          THE END! 
 

 By, Alex Mc Kenna. 


